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Never Fumble with Your Keys Again
The new Keyport Slide 2.0 has reinvented the conventional keychain. The Slide holds up
to 6 keys or inserts, yet is roughly the size of a pack of gum. The Keyport blades replace
traditional keys, fit securely in the Keyport Slide, are easily inserted and removed, and
feature a one-size-fits-all head.
It’s compatible with most standard keys, including house keys, high-security keys,
transponder-chipped auto and motorcycle keys, small mail and padlock keys, and bike lock
keys. You can customize the Slide with useful tools like a flash drive, mini-light and bottle
opener. It all provides easy access to keys and tools with the slide of a thumb. Cost: $29
plus accessories and inserts. Sold at www.mykeyport.com.

Have a Great
Cup of Coffee
– Your Way
Does Your Fridge have Bad Breath?
When it comes to your refrigerator, there’s nothing worse than mold, smelly odors,
and fresh produce going bad just days after purchase. Now there’s a new invention
that can solve these problems and more.
BerryBreeze is a compact device that filters and cleans the air in your fridge which
can put an end to the premature aging of fruits, veggies, and meats. It naturally kill
odors, molds, yeasts and fungi known to spoil foods while it neutralizes bacteria and
other harmful microbes. Using it could help to save an estimated $2,200 per year per
household by avoiding spoilage of food in the fridge
BerryBreeze is a chemical-free, filter-free, and absorption pack-free solution.
It has a time release of oxygen that neutralizes bacteria and mold, eliminates
pollutants, and keeps foods fresh for up to ten days longer. Set the BerryBreeze on
the top shelf of your refrigerator to start enjoying a fresh fridge and longer lasting
foods right away. Cost: $49.95. Available at www.berrybreeze.com.

The new TRU Crossover Coffee Brewer
(retail price: $109.99) by Select Brands is
versatile and convenient. Coffee lovers
will appreciate that they can not only
brew single cups of coffee with the
oh-so-popular K-cups, but can also brew
an entire 10 pot of coffee as well.
Key features: Single Cup or Full
Pot Versatility with one machine;
Compatible with all K-cup varieties;
Saves counter space; Three singleserve selections (6, 8, or 10 oz);
Accommodates travel mugs. Sold
at retailers including Target and
Bed Bath and Beyond. Product
info at www.selectbrands.com.

Not Enough Energy and
Too Little Sleep
Does that sound like you? Maybe some supplements can help
fill the deficit. BioTerra Herbs are non-GMO project verified,
all-natural, globally sourced and gluten-free supplements. Their
supplements are available online and at Walmart, Walmart.com,
Walgreens and Walgreens.com.
They offer four formulas for common problems many
women face: lack of energy, lack of sleep, snoring (his or her)
and detoxing. You can learn more about BioTerra Herbs on their
website www.BioTerraHerbs.com.
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